FEATURES

• IP66 protection rating and ETL listed for wet location.
• Field replacement for LED array and driver is simple and requires minimal effort.
• Excellent thermal management is achieved through a precision-engineered die-cast aluminum fixture body.
• LED luminaire reliability, L70 >50,000 hours at 70% lumen maintenance.
• LED light source exceeds 94.1% 6000 hour lumen maintenance, as required for commercial fixtures per LM-80 testing methodology.
• Fixture and LED light source are tested to LM-79 standards.
• Varying beam spread options are available: Narrow Flood [24 degree] or Wide Flood [50 degree].
• 3 step MacAdam ellipse color binning and 90+ CRI are available [contact factory for details].
• Injection molded diffuser seamlessly threads into fixture body; acrylic is UV stable, F1 rated and UL-94 HB flame rated.
• Quality construction includes heavy gauge sheet metal, die-cast aluminum, and injection molded acrylic.
• 24 standard powder coat paints offered, however all RAL colors available.
• Contact factory for additional modifications or options.

MEASUREMENTS

EXECUTIVE

8” WT.
6 LBS
5” 4”

MATCHING FIXTURES

☐ Sconce p.68

VA2-010A-08-WF-BTP
## Fixture Specifications

- **IP66 protection rating and ETL listed for wet location.**
- **Fixture mounts to a standard 4" octagon J-box (supplied by others).**
- **Lutron® [3D] and various (0-10V) dimming drivers available. Controls not included.**
- **Integral Class II driver (3-5 year driver warranty depending on driver specification).**
- **Fixture is ADA compliant.**
- **For photometric data, please visit www.ocl.com.**
- **For specific mounting instructions, please contact factory.**
- **Five year product warranty.**

### Sample Code: VA1-01OA-08-NF-WF-PTD-1LD10/30K-120

### For Additional Information Go to www.ocl.com and Search: Vega Outdoor